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What do they say about us?
Here is what business leaders and economists think of
Lebanon
Opportunities
has come out
against all
odds. Beyond
a doubt, the
magazine has
passed the
test. Lebanon
Opportunities has become an
indispensable business tool.
Riad T. Salamé, Governor of the
Central Bank

Lebanon
Opportunities
has evolved into
one of the
Middle-East’s
most credible
and trustworthy
publications.
Lebanon
Opportunities is very
informative on all sectors of the
economy, and its coverage of my
sector, manufacturing, is truly
unsurpassed. The magazine
actually manages to educate its
readers with its comprehensive
coverage of new trends in
industry. Lebanon Opportunities
has become one of the pillars of
Lebanese economic life in record
time. Congratulations!
Fadi Abboud, Chairman of the
Lebanese Association of
Industrialists

Lebanon
Indeed, it is a
Lebanon
Lebanon
For ten years I
Opportunities
big
Opportunities has
Opportunities
have been a
is the first
opportunity to
certainly
has been a
faithful reader
Englishread Lebanon
contributed to
permanent
of Lebanon
language
Opportunities!
better awareness of
companion to
Opportunities.
monthly. It fills
Like the Bible
economic developments in
the activities
As a business
or the Koran Lebanon, investment opportuan information
of the private
person it gives
sector. Many
me sound gap in the market by consol- next to your bed, Lebanon nities, real estate prospects, and
Opportunities is in your very important policy issues. Its
idating and repackaging
of the leaders
analysis of
office. It is required
dedication, initiative, and
of the business community as
economic trends as well as relevant information. I wish
whenever you need any
persistence in an uncertain
Lebanon Opportunities
well as company managers
abstracts of information
information. In fact, it
environment deserve
future success in further
have relied on it for news,
necessary for decisionrecognition and support. This
and in-depth analysis.
making. Lebanon expanding its offerings and publishes the most accurate
and serious reports.
publication carries a spirit
providing value-added
Lebanon Opportunities has Opportunities endeavors to
which is forthright and
information to its Pierre Achkar, Chairman of
established itself as a reference spread confidence and hope
courageous.
subscribers. the Association of Tourism
that is consulted by local as through its constant research
Syndicates
François
Bassil,
Chairman
Marwan
Iskandar,
Economist
well as visiting investors, of investment opportunities
traders, and researchers.
with great objectivity. of the Association of Banks
Lebanon
One should
Adnan Kassar - President of
Roger Nasnas, Chairman,
Opportunities
recognize that
When we decided to
the Economic Instances Social and Economic Council
is a fine example of
publishing
collaborate with Lebanon
professional
Lebanon
Opportunities, we knew
Lebanon Opportunities, has a
business
Opportunities
that
we
could
count
on
its
name that reads like a mission
journalism
on a regular
professionalism.
statement. Rarely does a magazine
reaching new
basis over the
Throughout the years,
live up to its name. Lebanon
course of ten
Lebanon Opportunities heights over a very short period
Opportunities has done it with
years is in itself a
has shown us that of time. Its insightful approach,
glamour. It has quickly become a
analytical prowess, and
remarkable deed. What
Lebanon remains a source
reference for many sectors of the
optimistic
outlook
are
indeed
confirms
the magazine’s
of
inspiration
and
motivation
for
all
economy, especially construction costs and
heartening. Our business
success is the dual
indexing. It is a great sum of business news and Lebanese and foreigners alike. Whatever
environment is significantly
dimension of its sustaindata offering Lebanese and Arab investors has happened, you have always worked
richer as a result of having ability. The added value of
in the most professional way. Though
business opportunities and prospects and a
Lebanon Opportunities. This
the magazine lies in its
platform to gather. It has become the setting for our country has faced many challenges,
development of a rich
you have kept on believing in its fine publication warrants every
a concrete effort between the State and the
database on business
private sector. To reach the business community, prosperous opportunities. Your faith in commendation. Congratulations
are amply deserved. opportunities in Lebanon.
Lebanon has never failed, and we are
reading Lebanon Opportunities is a must.
Kamal Hamdan,
proud to be amongst your partners. George K. Najjar, Dean, Olayan
Fouad El Khazen, Chairman of the Syndicate of
School of Business - AUB
Economist
Elie Nasnas, President of ACAL
Public Works Contractors

